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Abstract
Distributional language models have consistently been demonstrated to capture semantic properties of words. However,
research into the methods for evaluating the accuracy of the modeled semantics has been limited, particularly for
less-resourced languages. This research
presents three resources for evaluating the
semantic quality of Finnish language distributional models: (1) semantic similarity
judgment resource, as well as (2) a word
analogy and (3) a word intrusion test set.
The use of evaluation resources is demonstrated in practice by presenting them with
different language models built from varied
corpora.

1

Introduction

In the spirit of the distributional hypothesis stating that semantically similar words appear in similar contexts (Harris, 1954), distributional language
models of recent years have successfully been able
to capture semantics properties of words given
large corpora (e.g., Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014). However, there are only few
resources for evaluating the accuracy or validity
of language models, particularly for less-spoken
languages, due to language dependence of such
resources (Leviant and Reichart, 2015). Further,
a single good resource may not be sufficient due
to the complexity of semantics; performance in
an intrinsic evaluation task may not predict performance in extrinsic downstream language technology applications (Chiu et al., 2016). Therefore,
the evaluation of semantics should be based on a
variety of tasks, estimating different semantic phenomena (Baroni et al., 2014).
With respect to language models, two distinct
measures of semantic quality can be identified: validity and completeness (Lindland et al., 1994).

The latter is dependent on the underlying corpus
because a language model can only represent linguistic units which have been present in its training
data. While it is possible for some models to infer
the meaning of novel input, the inference can be
considered an additional training step of the model
and thus an extension of the training corpus. Completeness is also likely to affect the validity of a
model; given the distributional hypothesis (Harris,
1954), more encompassing knowledge about the
possible contexts of words results in more accurate
knowledge of their semantics. In this study, the lack
of completeness is estimated only by presenting a
rate of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words for each
separate evaluation resource, but not investigated
further.
The aim of this research is to present scientist
and practitioners working with Finnish tools to
evaluate their language models with respect to semantics.1 While most research compares the performance of models to that of humans, we also
present effortlessly extensible tools requiring no
human annotation. Finally, baseline results for the
evaluation methods are reported, utilizing varied
corpora and language model architectures.

2
2.1

Materials and Methods
Language models

The distributional language models used in this research are constructed using word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013a), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) software. These
model architectures have been used to produce
vector representations of words, known as word
embeddings, efficiently from large corpora, with
the vectors yielding intuitively semantic properties (Mikolov et al., 2013b; Baroni et al., 2014).
The word embeddings have been used in a vari1 The evaluation resources are available online at
github.com/venekoski/FinSemEvl.
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ety of semantics-incorporating downstream applications such as sentiment analysis and text generation (see e.g., Brigadir et al., 2015; Karpathy and
Fei-Fei, 2015; Bansal et al., 2014).
The models are constructed utilizing the default
hyperparameters as set out by the authors of each
model, except for the minimum word frequency
which is set to 5 for each model. Both Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram (SG)
architectures of word2vec and fastText are used. It
should be noted that these parameters may not be
optimal, particularly for Finnish (Venekoski et al.,
2016), and tuning of the parameters would likely
lead to better results.
2.2

Corpora and pre-processing

The language models are created based on four different publicly available Finnish corpora. These
include the Suomi24 (Aller Media Oy, 2014)
and Ylilauta (Ylilauta, 2011) corpora of social
media discussions, as well as corpora derived
from a Wikipedia dump (Wikimedia Foundation,
nd) and all Finnish language Project Gutenberg
texts (Project Gutenberg, nd). No pre-processing
other than lowercasing of characters was conducted
on the data. The descriptives of the corpora are reported in Table 1.
Corpus

Tokens

Unique tokens

Suomi24
Ylilauta
Wikipedia
Gutenberg

2834M
30M
79M
72M

31508K
524K
2747K
2034K

Table 1: Corpora and their sizes after tokenization.
2.3

Word similarity resource

Arguably, the standard for evaluating semantic accuracy of language models is using word similarity resources. These typically comprise of a set
of word pairs, each having a human-rated similarity score. The human ratings are then correlated with similarity scores produced by a computational language model. Among the most utilized resources are WordSim-353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001),
MEN (Bruni et al., 2012), and SimLex-999 (Hill et
al., 2015). However, the resources differ in what
they quantify; the instructions of WordSim-353
lead its respondents to rate association between
words (Agirre et al., 2009), whereas the instructions of SimLex-999 guided the subjects to evaluate
similarity between words specifically (Hill et al.,

2015). Notably, performance in SimLex-999 predicts the performance in downstream applications,
unlike most intrinsic evaluation benchmarks (Chiu
et al., 2016).
Similarity judgment resources cannot be used
cross-lingually by translating a resource to another
language and using the scores of the original resource to evaluate cross-language models (Leviant
and Reichart, 2015; but see Agirre et al., 2016).
Thus, in order to evaluate Finnish language models,
a new similarity resource based on SimLex-999
(henceforth SL999) was constructed. Following
the same instructions as in SL999, an online survey
was conducted in which respondents were asked to
rate the similarity of pairs of two words on a scale
of 0 to 10, where 0 meant no similarity between
the words while 10 meant that the words were
synonymous. The survey consisted of 300 word
pairs from SL999 which were translated to Finnish.
The chosen words each had a single unambiguous
sense in both Finnish and English, hence excluding homographic words. This was to ensure that
the Finnish participants would rate words denoting
senses most similar to their English counterparts,
allowing cross-lingual comparisons. The translations were agreed upon by two fluent bilingual
researchers. The inflectional form of the Finnish
words was singular nominative for nouns and adjectives and first infinitive for verbs. Finally, the
set was randomly reduced to 300 pairs to reduce
survey fatigue of the respondents. The presentation
order of word pairs was randomized for each respondent. The survey was conducted online and the
respondents recruited through social media. Only
native Finnish speakers were instructed to fill out
the survey. To filter out outliers, the exclusion criterion of SL999 was followed: the respondents
whose answers’ average Spearman correlation with
all other respondents’ answers deviated from the
mean of all such averages by more than one standard deviation were excluded. As a result, 4 out
of 59 total respondents were excluded from the
subsequent analyses. The resulting data set of similarity ratings for 300 Finnish word pairs as judged
by 55 respondents will henceforth be called the
FinnSim-300 (or FS300) data set.
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To obtain a human performance benchmark,
inter-annotator agreement was calculated as the
average pairwise Spearman correlation between
two human raters. The agreement was ρ = .53,
and while lower than the agreement in SL999 (Hill

et al., 2015), ρ = .67, it can be considered sufficiently high as inter-annotator agreements can
be relatively low in similar ambiguous tasks (Gamon, 2004; Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007). The
lower agreement in the Finnish resource and related greater variance in individual responses can
be partially attributed to the fact that respondents
in SL999 rated word pairs on a smaller scale of
1 − 7 (which the researches extrapolated to a 0 − 10
scale). The standard deviations of respondent similarity ratings for individual items in SL999 ranged
from .34 to 2.18 (Hill et al., 2015), scoring notably
higher compared to a range of .13 to 3.35 in the
current Finnish survey.
More recently, it has been argued that the average correlation of one human rater with the average
of all the other raters is a fairer measure for evaluating computational models performance compared
to inter-rater agreement (Mrkšić et al., 2016). This
score, gold standard agreement, was ρ = .72 in
FS300, which is also more in line with the score
in SL999, ρ = .78.2 We consider this value as a
point of comparison for language model evaluation. Should the correlation between the similarity
scores of a language model and the similarity judgment resource exceed this number, the model can
be considered to perform at a human level.
2.4

Analogies

Analogies have previously been used as a method
for evaluating the semantic reliability of language
models (see e.g., Bojanowski et al., 2016; Sun
et al., 2016). Alongside word2vec model, its authors released an English language analogy test set,
consisting of approximately 20 000 syntactic and
semantic test units, each following the analogy A
is to B what C is to D (Mikolov et al., 2013a). In
the test task, a well-performing model is expected
to estimate the correct word D given vectors of
words A, B and C, by estimating the most similar
word vector to that obtained from the linear operation wB + wC − wA . The test is correct if the
most similar word is exactly that which has been
determined by the test set. If there were no vector
representation for one of the words in the analogy,
the analogy determined incorrect. The overall percentage of correct analogies indicates the extent in
which a model is able to capture known semantic
relations.
2 Reported
by
the
authors
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/%7Efh295/simlex.html.

at:

The words the original English test set are not
directly applicable to other language models, if
translated, due to culture-specific terminology (e.g.
US newspapers and sports teams). Thus, a small
Finnish analogy test was created, consisting of
1037 analogies. The relation types in the analogy set were in part taken from the Google analogy set (capital-country, country-currency, femalemale), but extended with other relation types as
well (antonymic adjectives, orthogonal directions,
hockey team-city, cardinal-ordinal number).
The semantics of models are highly reliant on the
conceptual knowledge that is exhibited in the data.
The human authors of the underlying corpus may
have distorted conceptual knowledge compared to
the curated analogy test sets. For instance, an individual may think that the capital of Australia is
Sydney and consequently produce utterances corresponding to this proposition. Thus, even if a model
would be able to perfectly capture the conceptual
information of said individual, the model would
fail at an analogy task utilizing capital-country relations. Therefore, the analogy task is not only
an evaluatory tool for the semantic validity of a
language model but also for the conceptual validity of the corpus. If only the former evaluation is
desired, effort should be put onto making the analogy test sets such that they contain unambiguous,
uncontroversial, common knowledge factual relationships, where the to-be-guessed word (notated
word D above) is the only correct alternative in the
vocabulary.
2.5

Word intrusion

Word intrusion task (also known as odd-one-out or
oddity task) is a traditional experimental paradigm
in psycholinguistic research where the subject is
instructed to choose a word which is semantically
incompatible with rest of the words in a list (see
e.g., Albert et al., 1975; Campbell and Sais, 1995).
More recently, the paradigm has been used in machine learning literature to evaluate the semantic
coherence of topic models (Chang et al., 2009). In
this setting, a list of n words (we call this an intrusion set) is created, out of which n − 1 words
are taken from one topic, constructed by the topic
model, and one outlier word is taken from another
topic. Human subjects are asked to point out the
outlier word, and if they agree with the topic model
partition, the model is considered coherent.
The aim here is to utilize the intrusion task but
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Task

Corpus

OOV

GloVe

word2vec
CBOW
SG

fastText
CBOW
SG

Similarity judgments

Suomi24
Ylilauta
Wikipedia
Gutenberg

0.00%
1.00%
0.67%
10.67%

.2381
.0823
.1385
.2312

.2431
.1689
.1460
.2583

.3070
.1876
.1855
.2953

.3724
.2605
.2780
.3430

.3788
.2379
.2121
.3323

Analogies

Suomi24
Ylilauta
Wikipedia
Gutenberg

0.00%
23.14%
0.00%
40.12%

.1861
.0897
.4330
.0540

.1302
.0984
.2507
.1138

.1948
.1485
.3655
.1340

.0366
.0492
.1543
.0569

.1986
.0916
.4098
.0887

Word intrusion

Suomi24
Ylilauta
Wikipedia
Gutenberg

52.09%
81.89%
51.17%
85.75%

.3983
.3449
.5484
.2938

.7227
.5846
.8116
.4272

.8297
.7016
.9207
.5329

.6081
.4805
.6805
.4620

.8288
.6944
.8825
.5901

Table 2: Performance of different language models in the three presented evaluation tasks. The scores of
the best performing models for each corpus in each evaluation task are marked in bold.
turn attention away from evaluating coherence of
topics and towards evaluating the language model
itself. We conduct the same task but manually
construct the intrusion sets from words which are
known, a priori, to belong to specified topics. The
topics used in this research comprised of lists of
articles from Finnish language Wikipedia. In total,
16 lists were extracted, including lists of sports,
illnesses, minerals, and professions, among others.
The lists contained 4127 unique items in total. In
order to evaluate the language model and not the
underlying corpus, only words which had a vector
representation in the language model under evaluation were included in the intrusion sets.
Following (Chang et al., 2009), the size of the
intrusion set was set to 6 words, where 5 words are
randomly sampled from word list A and one outlier
word from list B. The intrusion task is conducted
10 000 times with each ordered pair of the given
lists. This was done to increase the task’s reliability
by reducing effects arising from random sampling
of words from variable-length lists. A models score
is the overall percentage of correctly determined
intruder words.

3

Results

To demonstrate the evaluation methods in effect,
results on multiple distributional language models
are presented in Table 2. Out of vocabulary rates
are reported for each task given a corpus.3 The
Gutenberg corpus has the highest OOV rate in all
tasks, suggesting that these evaluation sets function
best with models built from contemporary corpora.
3 OOV words were excluded from similarity and intrusion
tasks but included and counted as errors in the analogy task.

While the performance of different models is
varied between different tasks and corpora, some
trends can be observed. The word2vec Skip-gram
and fastText models appear to produce better results compared to GloVe and word2vec-CBOW
models. Conceptual relations as measured by the
analogy task are best captured from Wikipedia
corpus, while the large social media corpus of
Suomi24 achieves the best correspondence with
human similarity judgments.

4

Conclusions

In this study, Finnish language resources for evaluating semantic accuracy of language models were
presented. Such resources are necessary for optimizing language model construction and they give
researchers quantifiable estimates for the extent
in which models are able to capture meaning from
data. The resources constructed include a similarity
judgment resource FinnSim-300, an analogy test
set, and a word intrusion test set. Future research
is encouraged to expand and adapt the resources
because corpus and domain-specific test sets are
likely to be more appropriate for most evaluations.
While the presented methods serve as a starting
point for evaluating semantic accuracy, a thorough
discussion on what aspects of semantics can be reliably quantified is needed. Good performance in
evaluation tasks provides basis for the claim that
computational models can indeed be valid and reliable models of semantics.
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